24th March 2021

Company Announcement
The following is a Company Announcement issued by Busy Bee Finance Plc (the “Company”)
bearing company registration number C87631, in terms of the rules of Prospects MTF, a market
regulated as a multi-lateral trading facility and operated by the Malta Stock Exchange, pursuant to
Rule 4.11.03 and 4.11.12 of the Prospects MTF Rules.

Quote
Approval of Financial Sustainability Forecasts
The Company makes reference to Company Announcement Ref. No. BSB21, wherein the
Company announced that the during the Board of Directors’ meeting held on the 23rd March 2021,
the Board of Directors resolved to approve the Company’s Annual Report and the Audited
Financial Statements for the year ended 30th November 2020.
The Company hereby announces that during the said meeting, the Board of Directors has
approved the FSFs for the financial year starting 1st December 2020 which are being enclosed
herewith.
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Company Secretary
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Summary of Significant Assumptions and Accounting Policies

A. Introduction
The forecast statement of financial position, the forecast statement of profit or loss, and the
forecast statement of cash flows (hereafter “the Forecasts”) of the Issuer for the periods ending
30 November 2021 have been prepared to provide financial information for the purposes of
the announcement of Financial Sustainability Forecasts. The assumptions set out below are the
sole responsibility of the Directors of the Company.
The Forecasts are intended to show a possible outcome based on assumptions relating to
anticipated future events which the Directors expect to take place, and on actions which the
Directors expect to take. Events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and
therefore, actual results may differ materially from those included in the forecast and
projected financial information. We draw your attention to the risk factors set out in the
Admission Document, which describe the primary risks associated with the business to which
the Forecasts relates.
The Forecasts are not intended to and do not provide all the disclosures necessary to give a
true and fair view of the financial results, financial position, and cash flows of the Group, in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the EU, however
the Directors have exercised due care and diligence in adopting the assumptions set out
below.
These Forecasts were formally approved on 23 March 2021 by the Directors, and the stated
assumptions reflect the judgements made by the Directors at that date. The assumptions that
the Directors believe are significant to the Forecasts are described in Section B below.

B. Basis of preparation and significant assumptions
Basis of Preparation
The Forecasts show the projected financial performance and position of Busy Bee Finance plc
(“the Company”) in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted
by the European Union (“EU-IFRS”) except that, due to the nature of Forecast Financial
Information, the Forecasts do not include all the disclosure requirements under EU-IFRS and
other laws or securities regulations, including but not limited to the Maltese Companies Act
(Cap. 386).

Significant macro-economic assumptions
In the first half of 2020, the global economy was severely impacted by the unprecedented
restrictions imposed on activity to counter the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. Measures
put in place by the Government of Malta to limit the transmission of the virus coupled with a
collapse in consumer and business confidence in general have inevitably led to a steep
contraction in economic activity.
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Macro-economic assumptions relating to the environment in which the Company operates
which are exclusively outside the influence of the Directors and which underlie the forecasts,
are the following:


Despite the reduction in revenue relating to COVID-19, the Company will continue to
enjoy the confidence of its customers and bankers throughout the Forecasts period
presented,



There will be no major lockdown imposed by the Government of Malta,



Restrictions imposed to-date are assumed to be withdrawn during the latter half of
2021, following the introduction and dissemination procedures of the COVID-19
vaccines by the Government of Malta during the end of December 2020,



The rate of inflation will be in line with historic trends,



The basis and rates of taxation, direct and indirect, will not change materially
throughout the period covered by the Forecast Financial Information,



The Company will enjoy good relations with its employees throughout the Forecasts
period.

Other significant assumptions
Other assumptions taken by the Directors, which underlie the Forecasts are the following:

1. Revenue
In the light of the macro-economic assumptions explained earlier, it is assumed that revenues
derived from outside catering and cafeterias are expected to recover to pre-COVID-19 levels
(2019) over a two-year period as restrictions are projected to be withdrawn only in the latter
half of 2021. Revenue is expected to increase by 13% in 2021 over 2020 figures.
Factors facilitating recovery include growth in revenues in the following areas:


Existing Cafeterias - revenue growth is predominately driven by continuous efforts of
the Directors with the help of management to improve the effectiveness of the product
mix, profit margins and the efficient use of the cafeterias’ available space.



Outside catering - revenue growth is predominately driven by new contracts entered
with new business partners.



New Cafeterias – revenue is also expected to increase as a result of a new cafeteria
scheduled to be opened towards the end of 2021.

2. Cost of Sales
Cost of sales is projected as the difference between revenue and gross profit. The assumptions
underlying the gross profit calculation is explained in Note 3 below.
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3. Gross profit
Gross profit is projected using actual gross margins reported by the company. The historical
average gross margin has been applied for the opening of a new cafeteria as explained
earlier.

4. Selling and distribution expenses
Selling and distribution expenses mainly include wages and advertising expenses. These costs
are based on historical trends and agreements as adjusted for inflation, which for the purposes
of these Forecasts is assumed to stand at 2%.
5. Administration expenses
Administration expenses include mainly wages, utilities and professional fees and other general
or corporate overheads. These costs are based on historical trends and agreements as
adjusted for inflation, which for the purposes of these Forecasts is assumed to stand at 2%.

6. Other income
Other income mainly consists of the Government COVID wage supplement. It is assumed that
the COVID wage supplement will be granted by the Government of Malta till December 2021.

7. Finance costs
Finance charges include bond interest payable at an interest rate of 5%, finance costs on lease
agreements in accordance with IFRS 16 and interest payable on bank facilities.

8. Depreciation/Amortisation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis and at rates intended to write down the cost
of the assets or revalued amounts over their expected useful lives. The annual rates used are
as follows:
Long Leasehold buildings
Office equipment
Plant and machinery
Furniture and fittings
Fixtures and fittings

1-2%
20%
7%
10%
5-10%

Amortisation costs relate to the amortisation of the right of use asset on lease agreements over
the term of the lease.

9. Income tax
Income tax is composed of current and deferred tax. Current taxation is provided at 35% of
chargeable income for the period.
Deferred tax is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method in respect of temporary
differences arising from differences between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities in the
forecasts and the corresponding projected tax bases in the computation of taxable profit.

10. Working Capital
The Company’s working capital mainly comprises the net impact of trade receivables,
inventory and trade payables and is based on historical trends.
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11. Intangibles/Right-of-use asset
Intangibles include Intellectual Property Rights (Busy Bee trademark) purchased in the year
ended 30 November 2019. The right of use asset is in relation to land under emphyteutic lease
in accordance with IFRS 16.

12. Borrowings
The projected debt relates to:


€5m bond issue, net of deferred bond issue costs,



€0.6m worth of bank financing outstanding as at end 2020, and



€0.58m worth of obligations under operating lease as at end 2020 in relation to land
under emphyteutic lease in accordance with IFRS 16

13. Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure includes:


Investments in ICT to maintain technology enhancements required by the Group.



Capital expenditure in relation to the investment in a new cafeteria will be provided
by a related entity outside the group.

14. Dividends
No dividends are projected to be distributed during the Forecasts period.

C. Conclusion
The Directors believe that the assumptions on which the Forecasts are based are reasonable.
The Directors further believe that, in the absence of unforeseen circumstances outside their
control, the working capital available to the Company will be sufficient for the carrying on of
its business.
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